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Note: At sundown this is the 28th day of the 13th month!

Don't miss our live online Tsiyon Meeting at Tsiyon.Net tonight, featuring:

From Eliyahu
Consider this:
You should know by now that the war is on, has been on for a long time, and the
war is against you. The fact of the war is obvious to any unfettered rational mind.
It is all around you, like air. Like air, or like water to a fish, you never think about it
for what it is, unless forced to acknowledge it by a life-threatening crisis. That is, if
you ever see it at all.
It is taboo to see it. To acknowledge the war against you is to be a fool in the eyes
of society around you. If you admit the truth in any sort of real way, the truth that
you are a target of unseen forces, then you become a target. You will be ridiculed
as harboring a grandiose sense of self-importance, and a belief that you are
somehow "special." According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, these are two of the traits of a "narcissist". No matter that you don't

exhibit the other seven traits. Just these two perceived traits are enough to label
you, and thereby to marginalize you as a tin-foil hat conspiracy nut.
That's a line you are careful to never cross because you know crossing it would
turn you into a non-person in the eyes of society - like being called a racist, a
bigot, a misogynist, a xenophobe or a homophobe, or all of the above and more.
Never mind that all of these labels are themselves weapons in the war, skillfully
and effectively deployed to neutralize meaningful thought or communication about
anything that really matters. You have been shut down, and that has been by
design. Mass manipulation rules the world.
Of course, it is "paranoia" to think that, right?

Although this has been going on for millennia, It has never been easier to see the
mass manipulation system than it is right now. In America, just five megacorporations control the vast majority of all media of every kind. Why is so much
control over public opinion consolidated in the hands of the big money elite of this
world? Do you think the mega-corporations are using all of that control over the
thought-matrix of society for the good of mankind .. or for the interests of
themselves .. that is, selfish interests? The real answer to that question is
obvious. If for selfish interests, then what is the object of the system they control?
Think it through. Would not the object of their system be to consolidate their
power over the individual, to extract ever more wealth from the people, while
continually reducing the power of the individual to stop them? Will they ever feel
they have enough money and enough power over you? Is not the ever-present
modern surveillance and control grid not answer enough to that question?
What happens to personal freedom in this scenario? What happens to families?
What happens to you? Are we not describing exactly what IS happening? This IS
war, right now. You can ignore it because it is uncomfortable to deal with, but you
cannot escape it, because it is closing in everywhere.
Here, we have only been talking about the human dimension of the war, but like
the tip of the iceberg, there is an even bigger and far more dangerous element
you cannot see. I am not talking about lizard people or space aliens ruling the
world, so don't get nervous. Actually, do get nervous, because I'm talking about

something represented as far more outrageous by all of the controlled media, and
the zombie saps who are mind-controlled by it. I'm talking about the unseen realm
of the devil and his wicked unseen forces in the spirit world around us. Spooky
huh? Yet, this is not the superstitious myth this is painted as being.
The spirit world is very real, and it has an evil element that is bent on its own
nefarious objectives, that dove-tails perfectly with the power-elite of this world.
This synchronicity of heavenly and earthly evil is not a mere coincidence. The
earthly forces of evil are selected, deployed, and energized by the devil and his
forces of wickedness in the spirit realm. This is on-going every day, this is the war,
and you are the target. If you haven't done so yet, please wake up, and protect
yourself and your family, while you still can. Your first step must be to arm yourself
with the truth about this war, and knowledge of how you can win.
This newsletter sets out the real situation, and I hope rings a bell of truth with you
that will cause you to want to learn more. There is a lot more to know about
Supernatural Warfare, the subject of tonight's Tsiyon meeting. Frankly, by the
grace of our Father in Heaven, I broke free of the mind control matrix a long time
ago, and helping to break others free is what I do. Join me for our live Tsiyon
meeting online at Tsiyon.Net at 8 PM, CST. It's tough being stuck in a foxhole all
by yourself. Let's all come in from fighting alone and get this war moving in the
right direction - together!
Blessings and good health to you,
Eliyahu
Tsiyon.Org

PS - See this Fast Track video tonight at Tsiyon.Net!

Remember this: he who sows sparingly will also reap sparingly.
He who sows bountifully will also reap bountifully. 2 Corinthians 9:6
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